BRIDGING A GAP IS AIDING PROGRESS

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA EXTENSION DIVISION PROVIDES THE MEANS WHEREBY THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN FORCED TO DROP OUT OF UNIVERSITY BEFORE COMPLETING WORK FOR DEGREES, THOSE WHO HAVE COMPLETED WORK IN UNIVERSITY BUT DESIRE FURTHER ADVANCEMENT, AND THOSE WHO MERELY WISH TO ENLARGE THEIR OWN CULTURAL BACKGROUND, MAY OBTAIN ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES—IN THEIR HOME COMMUNITIES.

Those people who fit themselves for better positions and additional responsibilities are entitled to—and receive,—Promotion.

Those people who constantly increase their store of knowledge are the best citizens.

The Extension Division contacts hundreds of thousands of Oklahoma’s citizens annually through the services of the ten departments, reaching its facilities into every farmhouse in the state as well as every city mansion.

There are thousands of the state’s citizens, who for various reasons, physical handicaps, inadequate financial resources, or home ties, are unable to continue or complete college work. The Extension Division bridges these gaps, making educational advantages available to all—regardless of station in life. There are many who wish to utilize leisure time by adding to their education—and thereby fit themselves for the tasks of being better citizens and making definite steps forward. The Extension Division provides a variety of services—all on a low cost basis—or entirely free.

DEPARTMENTS

CORRESPONDENCE STUDY—Hundreds of courses available for progress in every field of human endeavor, for college or highschool credit. Also courses pertinent to business and professional problems of the day—on a non credit basis.

EXTENSION CLASSES—Provides class courses with or without institutional credit organized on application by a sufficient number of individuals at any point in the state. Group study for mutual improvement is provided through this department.

PUBLIC INFORMATION—Serves a vital place in state education by providing package libraries on any subject for any citizen of the state whether he is a member of an organized educational group or not. Plays and readings are loaned. Debate materials on hundreds of subjects, including the state highschool question provided.

TOWN AND COUNTRY SERVICE—Provides visual education service, lectures and entertainments for schools, towns and organizations. Promotes interest in dramatics and forensics through sponsorship of debate leagues, play leagues, and forensic leagues.

EDUCATIONAL—COOPERATION—Aids in educational research, and promotes educational short courses.

EXTENSION INSTITUTES—Plans and conducts institutes for community improvement, business Men’s conferences and councils, health conferences and schools for parents.

BUSINESS EDUCATION—Conducts special courses in accounting, business organization and related subjects.

MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXTENSION—Special short courses and classes for men in these professions with national and international authorities in charge.

GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE—Cooperates with municipal organizations in providing municipal short courses.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION PUBLICATIONS—Provides news of educational development for the people of the state and publishes short course bulletins.

MORE THAN 700,000 PERSONS WERE SERVED DURING THE PAST YEAR THROUGH THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS OF THE EXTENSION DIVISION.
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